Huapont New Year Greetings
Dear friends,
We are Huapont Pharm——Dermatology solution expert In China. Thank you for your care and
support of 2017.And the Chinese Spring Festival and the new year of Dog is approaching,here I
represent the Huapont family to wish you a happy new year and all the best!
2017 is a turning point to Huapont Pharm for two new FDF pipelines have started to build in
Chongqing Shuitu industrial Park and Chengdu Wenjiang Park respectively.These pipelines are set
to meet the cGMP standard of EU&US.It will not only provide thousands of jobs but also increase
Huapont product market share overseas after finishing construction in 3~5 years time.The target to
do OEM and contract manufacturing for global customers will not change!
Currently,the competition of FDF exporting is fierce, have the ability to manufacture life saving
drugs is not enough.Our views should focus on the markets.We investigated the market,we held
meeting to negotiate with semi-final and final customers,we also studied the good examples of
pharmaceutical industry.
Last but not the least,the Yubei factory passing China GMP and PIC/S GMP in 2015 will continue
doing OEM and contract manufacturing for global customers in the new year 2017! Please click
the link to see the products Huapont produce: http://api.huapont.cn/plus/list.php?tid=7
Any possible projects on your hands or any suggestions, please feel free to contact me or leave
online message all at http://api.huapont.cn/ !
Best Regards,
Michael Wangxin
Licensed Pharmacist | Business manager | FDF Exporting
Chongqing Huapont Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
" Dermatology solution expert In China"!
No. 69 Xingguang Avenue, Renhe Town, Yubei District, Chongqing, China, 401121
E-mail: mike.wang@huapont.cn
Tel: 0086-23-67886928|Fax: 0086-23-67886927
Mobile: 0086-18725632199
www.huapont.cn

About HUAPONT
Founded in 1992, HUAPONT is one of the fastest-growing listed pharmaceutical companies with annual sales over
$162M ( ￥ 1.08Billion) in 2017.Headquarter located in Chongqing, HUAPONT has one R&D center, two API
plants and two FDF factories, with more than 1,836 dedicated personnels working across these
facilities.HUAPONT’s strength lies in dermatology, respiratory & oncology products.

